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"God tell that fox!" Does that mean that Herod was a four-footed

kk beast? No, no no. Well, you don't take the NT literally k

then either do you? After that he just brushed the Bible aside.

Itis purely a figurative book, mythical, allegoricalbut

that was the implication. The implication was that now we can look

at philosophy and we can explain life for our human speculation.

I think that attitude is present in this word "yea"-- do you

really think that God has said? I think the NIV gets the meaning

pretty well. "Do you really believe?" In anti-Christian or in

secularistic institutions of education, I believe that more people

has lost their faith through ridicule than through any kind of

intellecutal argument, or even clever presentation of of an idea.

People don't like to be thought of as those who would really think

something that is rather absurd to most people.

So this is a vital question for us. Are we here in the world

like a person lost in a dark forest not knowing what direction

to go. You go this direction and you come to a cliff and you

topple off. Go this direction and maybe you'll come out to a

desert where there is no water and wander for days. Maybe you'll

go this direction and there is a little spring of water, maybe

even some plants you can eat and survive until somebody finds

you. But which direction shall you go? Let's use our human

wisdom andthought and try to figure it out. Most who try to do

so eventually end up in despair and say, Therefs no meanina to

life anywhat. Eat, drink and be merry. Have a good time while

you're here, that's all there is!

Has God really spoken? Has God really said? The Serpent did

not merely say, Has God spoken? Has God really spoken? We believe

the evidence is clear that the Bible is God's Word and God has spokenN
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